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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Emily Dowdy feels like a terrible burden to her Uncle
Frank and Aunt April, who took her in when she was a baby. A burden that only grows once Emily
starts having strange hallucinations - she sees bruises on her body if tree trimmers maim the trees
near their front yard. And she can feel the pain of animals suffering, even those whose poor
carcasses lie in the freezer, ready to cook. Her relatives adore their perfect son, Frank, Jr., and treat
Emily like a disease. Their bullying is almost as bad as the taunting she endures at school because of
her strangely shaped shoulders. Then, one day while her family is gone, Emily falls down the hall
stairs, and is rescued by a peculiar old lady, Miss Solitaire, who reveals that she has been watching
over Emily for years. She tells the girl that she has inherited some very special powers. Powers that
could change Emily s life - and the Earth - forever! Can Emily accept the truth about herself? And if
she does, will it help her find the...
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ReviewsReviews

This book will not be straightforward to start on studying but really fun to read. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and helpful. You can expect to
like just how the writer write this publication.
-- Glenna  Goldner-- Glenna  Goldner

This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel
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